**ENERGY STAR Dataset & API Revision Workflow**

### Development Phase

**What to Expect:**
- Create Metadata Information (this should be finalized no later than 4 weeks prior to release)
- Create Change Information (this should be finalized no later than 8 weeks prior to release)
- Document changes, review and announce via API Development Forum to ENERGY STARS and API Development Groups

### Provision Phase

**What to Expect:**
- Final Provision Announcement
- Review new dataset information and provide this data to ENERGY STARS and API Development Groups
- Release data to ENERGY STARS and API Development Groups

### Release Phase

**What to Expect:**
- Final dataset information
- Announce release of dataset
- Retire the OLD API and the OLD Dataset
- Provide go live date and human readable URL
- Revise the API and the Dataset

---

**Announcements:**
- Energy Star Dataset announcements will be posted on the ENERGY STARS Google Groups forum
- Energy Star Dataset updates will be posted on the ENERGY STARS Google Groups forum
- Energy Star Dataset updates will be posted on the ENERGY STARS Google Groups forum

**Revised APIs:**
- The NEW API and the NEW Dataset will replace the OLD API and the OLD Dataset
- The NEW API and the NEW Dataset will be used for development purposes only
- The NEW API and the NEW Dataset will be used for development purposes only

**NEW Version:**
- The NEW API and the NEW Dataset will be used for development purposes only
- The NEW API and the NEW Dataset will be used for development purposes only

---

**Changelog:**
- Provide go live date and human readable URL
- Revise the API and the Dataset
- Provide go live date and human readable URL
- Revise the API and the Dataset

---

**About this workflow:**
- The workflow is designed to provide a clear path for developers to follow when creating, updating, or退休Energy STAR datasets and APIs.
- The workflow includes phases for development, provision, and release, with clear expectations for each phase.
- The workflow is intended to ensure that all necessary changes are communicated and implemented in a timely and effective manner.

---

**Additional notes:**
- The workflow is designed to be flexible and adaptable to the needs of the ENERGY STAR community.
- The workflow is intended to be used in conjunction with other ENERGY STAR tools and resources.
- The workflow is intended to be used in conjunction with other ENERGY STAR tools and resources.

---

**FAQ:**
- What is the purpose of the workflow?
  - The purpose of the workflow is to provide a clear and structured path for developers to follow when creating, updating, or retiring Energy STAR datasets and APIs.

---
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